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Let (X, &) be a measurable space and 9 a family of probability 
measures on (X, ~2). Let d be the Hellinger distance between probability 
measures. 
This is the first part of a paper which is mainly concerned with the 
elaboration of ideas of LeCam [4]. In [4], L&am proves a result on 
posterior distributions which implies the following assertion for Bayes 
estimates (T,,) and Maximum Probability estimates: For every s > 0 there is 
a constant C(s) < co such that 
The main result of the present paper, which is proved in the second part, 
states that C(s) = C log(l/e), 0 < s < eO. As a consequence we obtain 
P{d(T”,P) > u(s log ~)i’*~“~} < CK’ 
for every n E N, s > 0. 
The conditions under which the result is proved are the same non-standard 
conditions which have been used by LeCam [4]. These conditions work in 
cases where the standard theory of maximum likelihood estimates does not 
awb. 
The first part of the present paper is mainly concerned with auxiliary 
assertions which state only consistency of the estimates under consideration. 
Thus we continue some work of Schwartz [7]. Besides uniform versions of 
her results we deal with not necessarily finite prior measures. We obtain 
exponential bounds for consistency. A couple of examples is discussed to 
show how the non-standard assumptions work in practice. 
We present some basic results in terms of assertions about certain 
estimates which we call Pitman estimates. The asymptotic behaviour of such 
Pitman estimates is the basis of the asymptotic behaviour of Bayes estimates. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let (X, &‘) be a measurable space and 9 = {P 1 xZ} a family of 
probability measures. Let d be the Hellinger distance between probability 
measures. The family of functions P I-+ P”(AJ, A” E &“, n E N, defines a u- 
lield %Y on 9 and a uniformity % on 9. The topology pertaining to % is 
denoted by !F. 
Let J 9 + D be a @Y-measurable function. We are interested in the 
estimation ofJ An estimate for the sample size n E N is an Jn-measurable 
function T”: X” -+ D. Roughly speaking, a sequence (TJ of estimates is 
consistent for f if T” converges to f(P) in PN-measure for every P E 9. We 
begin with the construction of consistent sequences of estimates for f by 
means of a measure p [5F. 
Let p 159 be a measure. Then for every rr E N we may consider the mixture 
If f > 0, then j,i,i 159 denotes the measure with density f relative to ,u. 
Sometimes we will consider the mixture PJfp). 
If ,U 157 is a finite measure, then P,&) is a finite measure too for every 
n E N. If ,u 1 g is arbitrary but f is ,u-integrable, then PJfp) is also finite for 
every rr E N. In general, however, those mixtures need not be o-finite for any 
n ~5 N. On the other hand if PJ’p) is u-finite for n = rzO, then P,,(a) is u-linite 
for every in rr > nO. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. Let n E N. Assume that P,&) and Pn([ f 1 p) are u- 
finite. Then a Pitman estimate off with respect to ,B is given by 
It should be noted that Pitman estimates are uniquely determined P,&)-a.e. 
If 9 is separable, there is a handy representation of Pitman estimates. 
(1.2) LEMMA. Assume that 9 is separable. Let n E N and assume that 
P&) is u-j?nite. Then there is a Markov-kernel F”: X” X @ -+ [O, 1 ] such 
that 
T,,f := f(R)F”(*,dR) 1 
is a Pitman estimate off with respect to p for every function f: 9 + R such 
that P”([f lp) is u-finite. 
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Proof Since 3 is separable, there is a u-finite measure v ] & such that 
.Y 6 v. Let us choose JZZ” @ g-measurable densities h”(x, Q) of Q” with 
respect to v”. Since P&f) and Pn(if] ,u) are u-finite, it follows that 
J &(a, R),u(dR) < co, v”-a.e., 
Then the kernel 
x E X”, C E E, is of the desired nature. 1 
(I .3) DEFINITION. Assume that 9 is separable and P,&) is u-finite. Any 
kernel P” with the property of Lemma (1.2) is called posterior distribution. 
Next we describe what we will call Bayes estimates. It should be noted 
that what we call Bayes estimates covers a greater class of estimates than 
what is usually called Bayes estimates, since we admit non-finite measures 
P I q. 
(1.4) DEFINITION. A loss function is a function L: 9 x 9 + R’ which 
is ‘G? @ g-measurable and satisfies L(P, P) = 0 if P E 9'. 
For the delinition of Bayes estimates we assume that p is separable. Let 
F,,: Xn x %Y -+ [O, I], fl E N, be posterior distributions for a given measure 
P I g* 
(1.5) DEFINITION. Assume that .J? is separable. Let c” 1 0 and let @,,) 
be a sequence of loss functions. A sequence (T,J of estimates is a sequence 
of Bayes estimates of order (cJ for (,5J and ,U if 
for every n E N, P E 9. 
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(1.6) Remurk. Usually, the value Tn(x) of a Bayes estimate is 
constructed as a (at least approximate) solution of 
1 J~,,(Q, R) FR(x, dR) = Min!, QE9. 
If p ] $9 is a finite measure, then this optimization problem yields P,,(u)-a.e. 
the value T,,(x) of an estimate Tn which minimizes the Bayes risk 
over all possible estimates S,,. 
In the following we consider two kinds of sequences of loss functions. The 
first kind is a constant sequence L,, = L, n E lN. If 9 is a parametrized 
family, then the most important applications of this kind of loss structure are 
power functions L(Pu, PJ = ]u - rip, p > 0. The second kind are loss 
functions of the form L,JP, Q) = lLc,mj(n1’2d(P, Q)) where c > 0 is lixed. 
Bayes estimates for such a sequence of loss functions are called Maximum 
Probability estimates. 
In the first part of the present paper we only deal with the lirst kind of loss 
functions and we give exponential bound for consistency of the pertaining 
Bayes estimates. In the second part of the paper both types of loss functions 
are treated. 
Before we state the main results of the first part of the present paper let us 
give some regularity conditions. For the convergence of posterior 
distributions and Pitman estimates we need a regularity condition of the 
measure p ] G? (cf. LeCam [4]). For the convergence of Bayes estimates we 
need additional properties of the loss function L. 
For P E 9 and a > 0 denote B(P, u) := {Q E 9: d(P, Q) < a}. 
(1.7) DEFINITION. A measure p 1 V is diametrically regular on 9 if there 
isBE [l,co) such that for every QE.9 andevery u>O 
The measure p ] q is diametrically regular at P E 9 if there is a @r- 
neighbourhood Up of P such that ,u is regular on Up. 
Note that diametric regularity at P E 9’ means that 
for every u > 0, Q E Up. If ,u is diametrically regular at every P E 9, then it 
does not follow that ,D is diametrically regular on 9! 
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(1.8) THEOREM. Assume r/raf fir some n E k4 r!re measures P,&) and 
PJ[ f 1 ,u) are o-finite. Let P E 9. If .u 1 GY is diametrically regular at P and t$ 
f is g-continuous at P, then for every .s > 0 there is a g-neighbourhood VP of 
P such that 
ProoJ See Section 3. 1 
(1.9) THEOREM. Assume that 9 is separable and for some n E N the 
measure P,,(u) is o-jinite. Let P E 9 and (F,,) a sequence of posterior 
distributions. If p ~ 9? is diametrically regular at P, then for every K- 
neighbourhood Up of P there is a g-neighbourhood VP of P, VP G Up, such 
that 
sup Q’ U {F,,,(., 9\Up) > eecm} < Ce-“‘, 
Q=Vp m>n 
n E N 
ProoJ See Section 3. U 
(1.10) Remark. The regularity conditions needed for the loss functions 
are as follows: 
(1) L is locally dominated at P: There is a K-neighbourhood NP of P 
and @-measurable function h > 0 such that PJh,u) is cr-finite for some n E N 
and 
UQ, RI < WI if QENP, RE.9, 
(2) For every K-neighbourhood UP of P there is another 55 
neighbourhood Wt, of P, Wr, G UP, such that 
(1.11) THEOREM. Assume that 9 is separable and for some n E IN the 
measure P,,(u) is o-finite. Let P E 9 and (T,,) a sequence of Bayes estimates 
for L and p. If p is regular at P and $L satisfies conditions (1) and (2) at P, 
then for every g-neighbourhood Up of P there is another g-neighbourhood 
VP of P such that 
ProoJ See Section 3. 1 
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Since the results, in particular their assumptions, are rather general and 
non-standard, we discuss applications to a couple of concrete examples in 
Section 2. 
From the mathematical point of view, however, the assumption of u- 
liniteness of P&J) and J’,J]~] ,a) f or some n E N is too narrow. We did not 
state the result in full generality since the present version suffices for our 
main examples. The most general conditions which are known to us are 
discussed in Section 4. 
Let us give a few references for the main ideas and previous results. 
The key paper is due to Schwartz [7]. There it is shown that non-standard 
arguments prove consistency of Bayes estimates in cases where the 
maximum likelihood method fails. (We consider Wald’s proof of consistency 
of maximum likelihood estimates as a standard argument.) Heuristically, the 
main point is the following: It is well known that large values of the 
likelihood function asymptotically are concentrated around the “true” 
probability measure P E 9. This fact is the basis of the Maximum 
Likelihood method and of Bayes methods. The results of Schwartz show that 
Bayes estimates are not so sensitive against irregularities of the underlying 
probability measures as this is the case with the Maximum Likelihood 
method. We return to this phenomenon in Section 2. 
Schwartz [7] considers finite measures ,a ] 5??. The case of iminite p ] %Y is 
solved but not isolated in L&am [4]. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to isolate some ideas of LeCam 
[4]. Nevertheless, we continue the work done there and prove (under the 
same conditions) uniform and strong consistency. The auxiliary steps of the 
proof are put into a general form and can be used independently of the 
present framework. The assumptions are discussed with a view to 
applications to parametric models. 
The reader will wonder why we consider a generalization of Pitman 
estimates instead of considering only Bayes estimates as it is done by 
Schwartz. A partial answer will be Section 2 where the relation to classical 
Pitman estimates can be seen. A more serious reason is that our Pitman 
estimates are simpler objects than Bayes estimates and the asymptotic 
properties of particular Pitman estimates are the basis for the respective 
properties of Bayes estimates. 
2. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
In this section we want to apply Theorems (1.8), (1.9), and (1.11) to 
particular examples. Let us consider a parametrized family 9 = {PO: 19 E @} 
where @ G I??~ is open. We assume that 6’, # OZ implies PO1 # P+. 
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Let us consider some regularity conditions. We denote the Euclidean 
topology of CJ by ge and the Lebesgue measure on the Bore1 u-field 9(e) of 
0 by Ak. Let P 19(e) be a measure andfi @ -+ R a measurable function. The 
mapping 19 I-+ P0 is denoted by rr. 
(2.1) Regularity Conditions 
(i) rt is a homeomorphism of (@, ge) and (9, K). 
(ii) For every 19 E @ there are constants. a > 0, b < m, d > 0, a > 0, 
such that 
whenever lo-81 <d, [r--01 cd. 
(iii) The measure ,u satisfies p < ,lk and its density is positive and 
continuous on @. 
(iv) f is continuous on (@ KC). 
(v) There is some n E k4 such that PJp o z-l) 1-4” and 
Pn(lf/ p 0 C’) I&’ are cr-linite. 
Before we show that the regularity conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied for 
important examples we prove that they imply the assumptions of our general 
results. 
(2.2) Remark. Assume that the regularity conditions (i)-(v) are 
satislied. We want to show that the assumptions of Theorem (1.8) are 
fulfilled for the measure p o z- ’ and the function f o z- ‘. 
Since (i) implies that 9 is separable, it follows that it is dominated. 
Moreover it follows that the u-lields 9(@) and @ are isomorphic and 
pCJ7C’ is a measure on G??. The function f 0 x-’ is clearly K-continuous on 
9. It remains to show that the measure P 0 z-r is diametrically regular at 
every P0 E 9. 
We divide the proof of diametric regularity of p 0 z- ’ into a few lemmas. 
If x E Rk and r > 0, let K(x, r) be the open ball in Rk with radius r around x. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let x, y E Rk and r > 0, R > 0 be such that r < 2R and 
y E K(x, R). Then there is z E K(x, R) such that K(z, r/2)G 
JG, I? 1 n K(Y, r). 
ProojI The case x = y is trivial and may be excluded. If x # y, let g be 
the straight line joining x and y. The intersection of g with X( y, r) consists 
of two points. We distinguish between three cases: 
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Case 1. Both intersection points are contained in K(x, R). This implies 
d(x, JJ) + r < R. If w E K(y, r) is arbitrary, then we have 
d(w, x) < d(w, Y) + d(y, x) < r + d(y, x) -c z?. 
This implies K(y, r) G K(x, R). Choosing z = y proves the assertion. 
Case 2. Exactly one intersecting point is contained in K(x, R). Let u be 
the intersecting point which is contained in K(x, R). We have 
r < R + d(x, y). Choose z to be the center of the distance between JJ and U. 
Then d(z, x) = 1 d(x, y) - r/2 1. Let us prove that K(z, r/2) z K(x, R) n 
K(y, r). It is obvious that K(z, r/2) G K(y, r). If w E K(z, r/2) is arbitrary, 
then 
Case 3. No intersecting point is contained in K(x, R). Then K(x, R) G 
K( y, r) and r < 2R implies K(x, r/2) G K(x, R) f7 K( y, r). 1 
(2.4) LEMMA. Lef x, y E F?k and R > 0, r > 0 be such rhaf y E K(x, R). 
Then for every y > I 
Ak(W, RI n K(Y, p-1) c C%4k~kWx, RI n QY, r)l. 
Prooj If r > 2R, then the assertion is obvious. Thus we assume r < 2R. 
We have 
~kGW, RI f7 K(Y, yrll< AkN~, yrl) < ckb-)k. 
On the other hand Lemma (2.3) implies 
Ak(&c, R) C-7 K(Y, r)) > ck(r/2)k. 
This proves the assertion. a 
(2.5) THEOREM. Assume that conditions (i)-(iii) are satisjied. Then 
,uon-’ is regular at every P0 E 9. 
ProojI Let t? l @ and choose e < d, e > 0, such that on K(& e) the 
density of ,u satisfies 0 < c < dp/dIk < C < a. Define U0 := z(K(t9, e)). Since 
(2b/a)‘l” > 1, Lemma (2.4) implies 
Ak(r’Ue n K(u, (2r/a)“=)) < (2 l+ab/a)ua,Ik(z-‘Ue n K(u, (r/b)“=)) 
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(2.6) Remark. It should be noted that sometimes it is necessary to 
replace the power function of regularity condition (ii) by a particular 
function of regular variation. The proof of regularity then becomes a little bit 
more complicated. Examples of such situations will be presented later. 
We are now in a position to state the following result. 
(2.7) THEOREM. Assume thut conditions (i)-(v) are satis@d. For every 
nE IN let 
where the dominator is positive. Then for every compact KG @ and every 
E > 0 there are C < a, c > 0, such that 
Similar specifications of Theorems (1.9) or (1.11) are straightforward. 
(2.8) Discussion. Let us illustrate the realization of the regularity 
conditions (ik(v) in the case of location parameter families. 
Assume that @ = E?’ and dPO/dLk = h(. -O), 0 E @. In this case it is most 
natural to take ,U = Ak. Then we have 
whenever the denominator is positive. This is nothing else than the classical 
Pitman estimate. 
(1) Let us show that regularity condition (i) is satisfied. It is well 
known that 8 N d(PO, PO) is continuous. This is a basic property of the 
Lebesgue measure. Hence X: (~9, ge) + (9, &Q is continuous and so is rc: 
C@, a* (9, q. 
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Let @ be the standard normal distribution function. It is easy to see that 
the mapping F: @ + [O, l]‘( which is defined by 
et-+ @(xi + Oi) Po(dx) 
l<i<k 
is continuous, injective and differentiable. Since the derivative is regular at 
every QE @, the mapping F is a diffeomorphism. From the law of large 
numbers it follows that for the function F o R-’ there is a uniformly 
consistent sequence of estimates. This implies that F 0 n-l: (9, g) + 
([O, ilk, gJ is continuous. Since F is a diffeomorphism, it follows that z-‘: 
(9, K) -+ (@, EJ is continuous. 
Thus we have proved that rc is a homeomorphism of (@, Ke) and (9, g). 
It should be noted that the assertion depends only on the structure of a 
location parameter family and requires no additional regularity properties of 
h. 
(2) Regularity condition (iii) is obviously satisfied for the Lebesgue 
measure. 
(3) Let us consider regularity condition (v). First we have to show 
that there is n E N such that PJAk) is u-Iinite. If A E ZSk, then 
j P&4) de = jj- h(x - 0) dx d6’ 
A 
=Z 
J.i h(x - e) de dx = Ak(A) A 
which implies Pi(Ak) = Ak which is u-finite. 
Next we have to find conditions which imply that P”(]f] kk) is c-finite for 
some n E N. Assume that there is u > 0 such that If(e)] < Ci ] 01’ + Cz if 
0 E 0. Then A E Sk implies 
< 2T, 
JJ 
lx I= h(e)de dx + 2Tl 
11 
jey h(e) dedx + C&4) 
A A 
=2Tlj ~x~=dx+2~cl~k(~)j~eyh(e)de+c&4). 
A 
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(4) Finally we have to discuss regularity condition (ii). It will be seen 
below that in the case of location parameter families this condition can be 
reduced to a particularly simple form. We illustrate the condition by some 
famous examples. 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let 9 be a location parameter family. ff there are 
0 c c c OCI and 0 < a < 1 such that 
then regularity condition (ii) is satisfied for every 0 E @. 
ProoJ Let d > 0 be such that 
Then it follows that 
In particular, the last inequality is satisfied if 67 E @ and lu - 191 < d, 
IT-~? <d. 1 
(2.10) EXAMPLES. We present a couple of examples of location 
parameter families where regularity condition (ii) is satisfied. It is sufficient 
to ask for Eq. (A) of Lemma (2.9). 
Let us note that Eq. (A) is satisfied with a = 1 and c = i1 if h satisfies the 
classical conditions of Cramer-Wald type (1 denotes Fisher’s information). 
This fact will be discussed in a more general form below. 
(11 Ixt /r= ($1 lc-,,+lj- In this case Eq. (A) holds with a = i and 
c = 4. Note that for this example the maximum likelihood estimates of 6’ are 
not uniquely determined. The Pitman estimate off(@) = 13 is 
TJ(x) = +(max(xJ + min(xJ), XELV, 
and Theorem (1.4) provides an exponential bound for the speed of con- 
sistency. 
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(2) The case /r(x) = CQ?) exp(- ]x]O), xe F?, can be handled by 
classical methods if j3 > 4. In this case Eq. (A) is satisfied with a = 1. If 
/I < j, then Eq. (A) is sat&led with a =/I + i. This case has been 
investigated by Prakasa Rao [6]. 
(3) Let h(x) = C@) lx]-‘? exp(- lx]), x E R, 0 </I < 1. Then Eq. (A) 
is satisfied with a = ;(l --/I). This fact is noted by LeCam [3]. In this 
example the maximum likelihood method does not apply because of the 
singularity of h at zero. 
(4) If we consider /r(x) = C&3) ]x]-~ exp(- ]x I’), x tZ lR’, then we deal 
with densities whenever k > p > 0. Equation (A) is satisfied with a = 1, at 
least if k > 4 and /3 < 2. Whether it is satislied in other cases is not known to 
us. In this example the Maximum Likelihood method does not apply because 
of the singularity of /t at zero. 
(5) Let us return to case (2). If /I = i, then we have 
A similar situation arises if we consider /z(x) = (1 - lx])‘, x E D. Both 
examples refer to Remark (2.6). 
So far we have considered location parameter families. The discussion of 
scale parameter families, of families with both location and scale parameter, 
or of families with a truncation parameter runs quite similarly. We want to 
refer the reader to the family ($(v~,~ + u~,~~))~~~,+,~ which has been 
introduced by Kiefer and Wolfowitz [ l]. In this case the Maximum 
Likelihood method does not apply although there are no singularities of the 
densities. Regularity conditions (i) and (ii) can be verified for this example. 
Finally, let us say a few words about general parametric families 
9 = {P,+ 0 e @}. It is clear that the validity of the regularity conditions 
(iii)-(v) depends on the choice off and p. Let us discuss conditions (i) and 
(ii). 
(2.11) Discussion 
(1) Using the basic result of LeCam and Schwartz [ 11, it is possible 
to prove a criterion for regularity condition (i): 
Let 9 = {PO: 19 e @} be a parametric family where (0, go) is a locally 
compact space. Then rt: (0, go)+ (9, g) is a homeomorphism iff the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1.1) For every n E N, A” tZ&‘“, the function I~HI’~(~,,) is ge- 
continuous. 
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(1.2) For every 0 E @ there is a go-compact set K0 G @ such that 
0 E KO, and there is some test Ed”: (X”, d’) -+ [O, 11, rr E N, such that 
(Condition (1.2) states that every point 19 E 0 can be separated in K from 
“neighbourhoods of the infinity”). 
(2) A sufficient condition for the validity of regularity condition (ii) 
with a = 1 is the following: 
Let Y’ = {PO: 0 E @}, @ G R’, be dominated by v I&‘. Assume that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(2.1) The mapping g: @ + L*(X, M’, V) which is given by 
is differentiable. 
(2.2) For every 0 E @ the matrix 
is positive definite. 
(2.3) The mapping tI t-+ Q(0) is continuous. 
Then regularity condition (ii) is satistied for every t9 E @. (The proof is a 
simple application of the mean value theorem. Note that conditions of 
Cramer-Wald type imply (2.1) and in this case 4Q(f?) coincides with 
Fisher’s information matrix.) 
3. PROOFS 
(a) Separating Subsets of 9 by Critical Functions 
For every n E N let @,, = {v~ E Y(&“): 0 < q” < 1 } be the family of 
critical functions for the sample size n. The topology of 9 which is induced 
b Una @n is g. Any pair (H, K) of disjoint subsets of 9 is a testing 
problem. The minimax risk for (II, K) is denoted by 
We recall LeCam’s inequality [4] 
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The following assertion is well known. 
(3.1) THEOREM. For any testing probem (H, K) the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) The sets H, K can be separated by g-open subsets of 9. 
(2) There is n E N such that 7tJH, K) < 1. 
(3) limn x~(H, K) = 0. 
(4) There are C < a, c > 0, such that x,,(H, K) < Gee”, n E N 
Proof Note that (2) e (3) u (4) by LeCam’s inequality. Moreover 
(2) =+- (1) is obvious. The implication (1) ti (2) follows from LeCam and 
Schwartz [2]. 1 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Let P E 9’ and let Up be a g-neighbourhood of P. 
Then there is another g-neighbourhood VP of P, VP G Up, such that 
(C < a~, c > 0 are suitable constants.) 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Theorem (3.1). 1 
Recall that $?Y is the c-field of 9 which is induced by UneN @Jo. If (9, g) 
is separable, then %F is the Borel-u-field on (9, g) (cf. Pfanzagl [5]). If p ] f9 
is a measure and (H, K) is a testing problem, then we consider 
We will prove a result for 7rJH, K ] ,u) which is a counterpart to Corollary 
(3.2). 
If ,D ] ‘Z is a linite measure, then we may apply Corollary (3.2) directly 
and obtain the desired result. If ,D ] 97 is not a finite measure, then we require 
some additional conditions on ,D ] ‘?Y. The following condition which seems to 
us to be the weakest known is due to LeCam [4]. 
(3.3) DEFINITION. A point P E 9 is p-distinguished $ for some n E N 
there is a critical function Ed,, E @,, such that 
(11 e%l c 1, 
(2) J- QV - vJi@Ql< a~+ 
The condition is not as strange as it might seem at first glance. Essen- 
tially, it is an integrability condition for power functions: There should exist 
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a critical function qn E @” which is not trivial for the testing problem 
H= {P}, K=Y\{P} d h an w ose power function is sufficiently large on K. 
Let us denote PN@): A w J PN(A),a(dP), A E dN, and P”@) = P&) ] &“, 
nE N. 
(3.4) Remark. We summarize some easy consequences of the preceding 
delinition. 
(I) If PP,@) is u-finite on the unci,,&‘, then every PE 9 is P- 
distinguished. 
(2) The practical importance of (1) is due to the fact that in many 
examples there is even some rr E N such that P,&) ] d” is u-finite. This 
holds, e.g., for location parameter families, scale parameter families, or 
location and scale parameter families if p is a Haar measure of the parameter 
group (cf. Section 2). 
(3) If there are d @ g-measurable densities of 9 with respect to a u- 
finite measure v 1 M, then P E 9 is p-distinguished iff 
Pn 
dPn 
wW’~ < co > 0 
I 
for some rr rZ N. 
(4) If P E 9 is p-distinguished, then there is a K-neighbourhood UP 
of P such that p( UP) < co. 
For the proof of the announced counterpart of Corollary (3.2) we need an 
auxiliary lemma which essentially is an inequality of Bernstein’s type. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let p E @I and Zet 0 < r < 1. For every n E N let v”(x) = 
(l/n) x;= i o(xi), x rG X’. Then: 
(1) vPp<r, then P”{~~>r}<[((l-Pq)/(l-r))1wr(P$+)7”. 
(2) V Pq9 > r, then P”{ v” < r} < [((1 - Pq)/( 1 - r))‘-r(Pq/r)r]‘. 
ProoJ Essentially, the assertion is contained in the work of Schwartz [7, 
Lemma 6.11. The present form is taken from the work of LeCam [4, 
Lemma5]. 1 
(3.6) THEOREM. Assume that P E 9 is p-distinguished. Then for every 
g-neighbourhood Up of P there is another g-neighbourhood Vp of P, 
Vp G Up, such that 
qVp, y\Up I PI< Ceecn, 
(C < a, c > 0 are suitable constants.) 
n E IN. 
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Prooj Since P E 9 is p-distinguished, there is some NE IN and a test 
vN E @N such that pvN < 1 and PJP)(l - v~) < co. 
Step I: We prove that there is a sequence of tests (@J and a K-open 
neighbourhood Vjj”) of P such that 
sup Qm@,,, < Ce-““, mEIN, 
QEVp' 
lim PJjd)( 1 - I$?~) < oo. rIlEIN 
Let 0 < r,, < 1 such that pi+f,v < r0 < 1. Define 
From Lemma (3.5) we obtain that 
Let I’$$) = {Q E 9: Q““vN < i(pv* + rO)}. Onviously, I’!!) is a K-open 
neighbourhood of P. If ri := i(p~~ + r,,), then 
Q E VP’) implies QkN{ pk,,, > rO} > [(s)‘-ro($)r]k. (3) 
Let Pm := 1 ,qwhrol if kN< m < (k + l)N, m E N, kE I’J. Then (3) implies 
(1). Moreover, we have for k > k,, > l/(1 - r,,) 
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This proves (2). 
Step 2: We prove that there are ME IN, a test qM E 4jM and a &?-open 
neighbourhood VP of P, VP G Up, such that 
According to Corollary (3.2) there are n, E N, a test UJ~, E @“, and a E-- 
open neighbourhood I$‘) of P, VP” L Up, such that 
From step I we obtain nz E N such that 
Thus we detine Vp=k$~‘~~~‘, A4=max{nI,nz} and pM:=w,,,U@,,2. 
Then (4) and (5) are satisfied. 
Step 3: We prove that there is a sequence of tests (9”) such that 
supPfl@)(l - 9”) < co, IlEN (61 
Choose 0 < rJ < rd < r5 < I such that 
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Defme 
b3 pm := lt;whr4, if kM< m < (k + l)M, k E N, m E N. Then (5) implies 
(6) (the proof is similar to the proof of (2)). For the proof of (7) we obtain 
from Lemma (3.5) that 
The first implication yields (7). Let us prove (8). If k > k,, > l/(1 - rd) then 
we have 
< CYk 1 (1 - Q‘V,,Ai4~Q~~ +wP 
whereC<co,O<y<l. 
Step 4: The assertion follows from (7) and (8) if VP is chosen such that 
/VP) c co (cf. (3.4), (4)). 1 
For reasons of notational convenience we generalize the function 
rr,,( ., . 1 ,u). Iff > 0, g > 0, are g-measurable functions, then we detine 
Iff= lH and g= lK, then x”(J g 1 ,B) = rc”(H, K 1 p). It is easy to get the 
following consequence of Theorem (3.6). 
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(3.7) COROLLARY. Let f > 0 be q-measurable and assume that P E 9 
is (jlJ l),u-distinguished. Then for every K-neighbourhood Up of P there is 
another 65’--neighbourhood VP of P, VP G Up, such that 
ProoJ Use assertion (7) and (8) of the proof of Theorem (3.6). 1 
(3.8) Remark. In view of (3.4) we note that every P E 9 is (JU l)p- 
distinguished whenever for some n E N the measures P&) and Pn(fp) are u- 
finite. 
(b) Asymptotic Behaviour of Estimates 
Without loss of generality we restrict our attention subsequently to 
nonnegative function f: 9 + R ‘. The extension of the results to arbitrary 
functions f: 9 + R ’ is immediate. 
The following inequality is basic and the idea is due to Schwartz [7]. It 
has been used but not isolated in present general form by LeCam [4]. 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let) 9 + F? ’ be GSmeasurable and assume that PJ,u) 
and P,,(fp) are o-j?nite. Then for every P G 9 and 0 < c < 1 
where MC! 5F is chosen arbitrarily such that P E M. 
ProojI Let ME SF, P E 9, s > 0. Note that 
We obtain for every p,, E @,, 
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Since q,, E @,, was arbitrary, we obtain 
The assertion follows since for every A E XZ”‘. 
(3.10) LEMMA. Assume that p 1 SF is regular at P E SF. Then there is a 
K-neighbourhood Up of P such that for every E > 0 
where a > 0, a < US. 
ProoJ Let Up be the g-neighbourhood of Delinition (1.7). Let Q E CJ,,, 
For every k E N we have 
If 2k <p c 2k”, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., then k < log p/log 2 and 
Define a = log b/log 2. This implies 
Hence we obtain 
Now we are ready to prove the key result on consistency of Pitman 
estimates. 
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(3.11) THEOREM. Let f > 0 be F-measurable. Assume that for some 
n E N the measures P”@) and PJfp) are o-finite. If p 159 is regular at 
P E 9, then every E-neighbourhood Up of P there is another K- 
neighbourhood Vp of P, Vp G U,,, such that 
(C < co, c > 0.) 
ProoJ According to Corollary (3.7) and. Remark (3.8) there is a !F-- 
neighbourhood W,, of P, Wp G UP, such that 
~~(~~~,f~~v~l~)~De-dn, nE rd. 
Let 6 > 0 and a g-neighbourhood Vp of P, Vp G Wp 5 UP, be such that 
Q E Vp implies B(Q, 8) G Wp. Let a > 0, a < co, be the constants occurring 
in Lemma (3.10). If we choose c = d/4(a U l), then we have for sutTiciently 
large n E N and every Q E Vp 
Hence we may find C < w such that the assertion holds for every n E N. fl 
Proof of Theorem (I .8). Choose a EF-neighbourhood U,, of P such that 
Then we have for every Q E Up 
ITnf -fCQ)l<++ Tn(lf -f(Q)1 lqup) 
(where the version on the right-hand side has to be chosen appropriately). 
Since f is bounded on Up, it follows by Theorem (3.11) that there is a K- 
neighbourhood Vp of P, Vp G Up, such that 
sup Q~{lT~f-f(Q)l>&}~C~e-'*, nE N. 
Q~VP 
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Now the assertion follows from the fact that 
Proof of Theorem (1.9). This is a particular case of Theorem (3.11). 1 
Proof of Theorem (1.11). According to condition (1.10)(l) and Theorem 
(3.11) there is a 6?-neighbourhood P’,, of P, VP c Wp n NP, such that 
sup Q” L(Q, R) FJx, dR) > e-“’ 
I 
< CeF”, n E bJ, 
QcVp Y\WP 
and 
Since we have for every Q E VP 
it follows that 
sup Q L(Tn9 R)Fn(*, dR)a sup L(Q,R)+Ccn+epcfl <Ce-“‘, n E N. 
QcVp ReWp ! 
On the other hand, TJx) CZ UP implies 
L(Tn(x, R) FR(x, dR) > inf 
Q@CJp 1 
I@, R) FJx, dR) 
This implies for sufficiently large n E N that 
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4. APPENDIX 
In this section we discuss briefly the question whether the assumptions of 
&niteness of the measures P&) and P&ii) can be relaxed. 
(4.1) Remark. The main result Section 3(a) is stated by Theorem (3.6). 
The basic assumption is that P should be p-distinguished (Definition (3.3)). 
This is the most general assumption we know of. Letf > 0 be @-measurable. 
For the proof of Theorem (1.4) we used the stronger assumption that Pn(,u) 
and Pn(fp) are g-finite for sufficiently large n E N. This condition yields the 
existence of the Pitman estimator 
If P&) is not ~-finite, then the RN-derivative will not exist in general, and if 
PJfp) is not u-finite, then the RN-derivative will not be finite P”(u)-a.e. A 
possible definition of Pitman estimates in the general case is given below. 
(4.2) DEFINITION. Let ,U I’+?? be a measure and J 9 -+ IR’ a V- 
measurable function. An &‘-measurable function T,,fz X” -+ Fi ’ is a 
generalized Pitman estimate off with respect to ,U if 
for every D,, E &” such that P&) I&” n Dn is u-finite. 
(4.3) Remarks. (1) This concept of generalized Pitman estimate can be 
extended to @-measurable functions f: 9 + R. To this end let Dn E &” be 
such that P”(p) 1 JX?” n D,, and Pn(ifi p) 1 J/’ n Dn are u-finite and define 
TJ := T,,f + - T,,f -. 
(2) If 9 is dominated by a u-finite measure v 1 J, then the sets 
D,,= XEX”: 
i 
are such that P&u) 1 &“‘n D,, is u-finite, n E N. 
(3) On sets D,, E H’ such that P&J) 1 JY n Dn is u-finite, generalized 
Pitman estimates are uniquely determined P&)-a.e. 
Let us show that the fact that T,,f is restricted to D,, E dn is 
asymptotically negligible in .Y is dominated by a u-finite measure v I&. 
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(4.4) LEMMA. Assume that 9 is dominated and let ,u I%? be a measure. 
Then there are sets D,, E J/‘, n E N, with the following properties: 
(1) For every n E IN the measure P,,b) 1 J/” n Dn is u-finite. 
(2) For every P E 9 which is ,u-distinguished there is a K- 
neighbourhood Up of P such that 
inf QN 0 D,,, 2 1 - CeFn, n E N. 
QEUp m>n 
ProoJ Choose D” according to (4,3)(2). Then (1) is satisfied. To prove 
(2) consider the proof of Theorem (3.6). We may find a sequence of tests 
(on) satisfying 
(cf. Eqs. (6) and (7)). Since 
Q’ n VQN n Wh nElN QE.9, 
m>n m>n 
the assertion follows. 1 
We wonder whether generalized Pitman estimates exist at all. This 
question is settled by the following lemma. 
(4.5) LEMMA. Assume that 9 is separable and p 1 @Y is a measure. Then 
there are Markov kernels Fn: X” x g + [0, 11, n E IN, such that for every @?- 
measurable function fz 9 + R ’ 
are generalized Pitman estimates off with respect to p / 5f. 
ProoJ Let 9 G v where v 1 J./ is a-finite and choose J/” @ g-measurable 
densities h,,(x, Q) of Q” with respect to v”. Let 
It 
is 
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is obvious that ~JJ) I&” n Bn, n E N, is u-finite. Moreover, if D,, E dn 
another set such that P&) 1 s?“’ n Dn is u-finite, then P,&)(D,,\BJ = 0. 
We define Ffl for x E A,, n Bn and C E %? by 
and if x 6? An f? B,,, we let Fe arbitrary. It is now straight forward to prove 
the assertion. m 
For generalized Pitman estimates the following result on consistency 
holds. 
(4.6) THEOREM. Let f > 0 be GCmeasurabZe and P E 9. Assume that 9 
is dominated, P is (f U 1 )p-distinguished and ,u 1 ST is regular at P. Iff is E?- 
continuous at P, then for every E > 0 there is a K-neighbourhood Vp of P 
such that 
SUP QN u {lTmf -f(Q)1 > cl < Ce+‘, nE N. 
Q~vp man 
(C < a3, c > 0.) 
ProoJ It is easy to generalize Theorem (3.9) to the case of generalized 
Pitman estimates. Then the proof of the assertion runs parallel to the proofs 
of Theorems (3.11) and (1.8). 1 
Theorems (1.9) and (I.1 1) can be generalized similarly. 
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